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                        Established since 1996. Nationwide mobility experts. Motability accredited.
sales@scootamart.com
0800 169 1910
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ScootaMart Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, register number 690263 and act as a credit broker and not a lender. Finance is provided by Snap Finance Ltd. Snap Finance Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (register number 741813).

‘ScootaMart’ of ‘Mobility House, Owen Street, Preston, PR1 5DT’ is an appointed representative of Mark Bates Limited t/a Premier Care of Premier House, Londonthorpe Road, Grantham, Lincs, NG31 9SN, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Register number: 308390.
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            Your cart is empty

            You may check out all the available products and buy some in the shop
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	Choosing a selection results in a full page refresh.
	Opens in a new tab.
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  Reset your password

  
        Sign up for early Sale access plus tailored new arrivals, trends and promotions. To opt out, click unsubscribe in our emails
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        Reset password
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        Forgot your password?
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        New customer? Create your account 
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        Password*
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        Already have an account? Log in here 

      






















Premier Care Insurance
	Public Liability	24/7 National Breakdown Recovery
	Covering claims against you if you have accidentally injured someone or damaged their property with your mobility scooter.	Our Mobility Scooter Insurance includes 24hour breakdown recovery as standard to get you and your equipment back home safely.
	Accidental Damage	Temporary Hire
	Get your equipment repaired following an accident, theft or vandalism so you will be up and about in no time.	You'll never stop moving with the hire equipment needed to keep you independent whilst yours is being repaired.
	Worldwide Travel	Puncture Cover
	See more of the world with ease, because you can take your own equipment with you while you travel.	Upgrade your Mobility Scooter Insurance to our Plus policy to be covered for punctures to your tyr










